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Abstract. The objective of this PhD research is the study and develop-
ment of an autonomous framework focusing on the dynamic composition
and deployment of service mashups. By enriching the available building
blocks with semantic descriptions, automatic composition of new service
mashups is achieved through the use of planning algorithms. The com-
posed mashups will be automatically deployed on the available resources
making optimal use of bandwidth, storage and computing power of the
network and server elements. This system will also be extended with dy-
namic recovery from external errors, such as network failure or services
delivering erroneous results. The last step will encompass the automatic
extraction of new knowledge from request patterns, behavior and feed-
back of users for the optimization of future requests.
A number of relevant case studies will be defined in the domain of eHealth
and Web 3.0, since the use of workflows for efficient data processing in
these areas is very important.

1 Introduction

A major trend in the field of telecommunication research is the need for scalable
processing of data. The main causes are the deployment of sensor networks and
the growing importance of context-aware applications. Sensor networks consist
of large quantities of sensors, placed in a building at regular distances on the
walls, for monitoring temperature, the presence of persons or goods. Context-
aware applications cover software components interacting with each other, so
that the application behavior reacts on the current context, the user’s prefer-
ences and the state of the network to which the user is connected.
An important aspect of the scalable processing of data is the optimal structuring
of the available information. In recent years the Semantic Web [1, 2] is utilized
to overcome this issue offering more access not only to content but also to Web
services. The use of Web resources based on keywords and the provided service
content is feasible [3]. This allows for easy sharing of reusable knowledge. In
addition, ontologies not only facilitate the communication between people and
machines, but also between machines. Since the information is presented in a



formal way, a computer can reason about it and new knowledge can be inferred.
In this way the wide range of components used in sensor networks and context-
aware applications can be dynamically and more efficiently combined through
semantic reasoning, accomplishing new service mashups.
A service mashup is a new service that combines functionality or content from
existing sources. These sources can be Web services, software components ca-
pable of being accessed via standard network protocols such as but not limited
to SOAP over HTTP. The mashup construction is realized due to a workflow
description: definition of how the basic building blocks interact. Today there
are a number of popular standards and implementations, such as BPEL [4],
BPMN, WFF, which define workflows. However they still exhibit a number of
shortcomings: no automatic or dynamic deployment support, limited reliability
guarantees, etc. The main goal of this PhD research is to study in depth these
topics and design a framework focusing on the following aspects:

– Reasoning algorithms for automatic composition of service mashups satisfy-
ing quality of service constraints and requirements.

– Deployment strategies of the service mashups on the available resources mak-
ing optimal use of bandwidth, storage and computing power of the network
and server elements, extended with dynamic recovery from external errors.

– Optimization of future request through the automatic extraction of new
knowledge from request patterns, behavior and feedback of users.

2 Autonomous Semantic Composition

Initially, our research will focus on the development of reasoning algorithms for
the automatic composition of new service mashups [5]. For this purpose the
Semantic Web will be studied that enables users and software agents to automa-
tically discover, compose, invoke, and monitor Web resources offering services,
subject to specified constraints. Semantic languages such as OWL-S, WSMO,
SWSO, provide a semantic description of Web services specifying service inputs,
outputs, preconditions and effects, and non-functional properties. Thanks to
their semantic description, Web services can be compared and matched accom-
plishing a mashup composition, as shown in figure 1, realizing user defined goals.
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Fig. 1. Automatic composition of Web services



As there is no need for user intervention, this process can be fully automated.
A number of reasoning algorithms are already developed that take into account
certain quality constraints (execution time, cost) of the available building blocks
used in the Intensive Care Unit of Ghent University Hospital. Semantically en-
riched medical services are automatically combined accomplishing a medical de-
cision support system monitoring the patient’s condition and registering critical
changes in his state. This approach is still being refined with more comprehensive
HTN planning techniques.

3 Resource Efficient Service Deployment

Figure 2 illustrates the autonomous deployment of abstract workflows on a set of
available resources [6]. This part of the research requires the linking of abstract
service definitions to concrete service instances, adaptation in the communica-
tions layer, selection of the appropriate workflow engines and possible creation of
additional workflow code. Optimization algorithms will be developed to ensure
translation that makes the best use of the available network infrastructure.
These algorithms will be further extended to support dynamic deployment of the
workflows [7]. This is necessary to avoid down-time but it may be also crucial to
modify the deployment so as to anticipate changes in the network situation [8].
Triggers can be a change in the network topology, or an alteration in the nature
of the workflow distribution.
As a last step, the design of a framework will be studied for the development of
large-scale context-aware applications. We will develop procedures for automa-
tically extracting new knowledge from request patterns, behavior and feedback
of users. This knowledge will be utilized for the optimization of the composition
and deployment process for future requests.
We will closely look into a Web 3.0 application addressing the enrichment of
business components and services (such as sensors) with semantics, reasoning,
autonomous behavior (agent technology), and distributed data management. We
will proceed with the selection and composition of these building blocks into an
application and providing assurance about the performance of the composite ser-
vices on the available resources. The most suitable composition and deployment
techniques for this domain will be examined.
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Fig. 2. Deployment of a service mashup



4 Summary

This PhD research focuses on the study of an autonomous framework for dy-
namic composition and deployment of the building blocks of service mashups.
Based on semantic descriptions of Web services and resources, reasoning algo-
rithms are developed for automatically composing new service mashups realizing
defined goals. In addition, deployment strategies are designed for the distributed
deployment and execution of the service mashups on the available resources. This
system is optimized for the dynamic response to changing context such as failure
or overload of network elements or Web services. Furthermore, techniques will
be studied to take into account trends in user and resource behavior, in order
to optimally design context-aware service mashups. Important application areas
such as eHealth and Web 3.0 will be implemented to verify this framework.
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